Based on the second Gaia data release (Gaia DR2) and spectroscopy from the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) Data, we identified 20,089 halo stars kinematically and chemically. The halo streams in the solar neighborhood could be detected in the space of energy and angular momentum. We reshuffle the velocities of these stars to determine the significance of substructure. Finally, we identify 4 statistically significant substructures that are labeled GL-1 through 4. Among these substructures, GL-1 is previously known stream ("N2" stream) and the rest 3 substructures are new. These substructures may be the debris of dwarf galaxies accretion event, their dynamical and chemical information can help to understand the history of the Milky Way.
INTRODUCTION
In the standard hierarchical model of galaxy formation, stellar halos are thought to form via the accumulation of stars from dwarf galaxies that accreted and merged with a larger galaxy. This merging process left behind many stellar streams or moving groups in the Galactic halo (Searle & Zinn 1978; Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002) . Although the accumulated debris from old accretion events rapidly disperses in real space, stellar halos still maintain visible fossil structure in their phase space distribution (Helmi & White 1999a; Bullock & Johnston 2005) . Nonetheless, many Galactic halo substructures have been spatially identified using data from large sky surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) , Hipparcos (van Leeuwen 2007) , the Radial Velocity Experiment (RAVE; Steinmetz et al. 2006) , the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 1997) and Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010) surveys. Some of the substructures identified include: the Sagittarius dwarf tidal stream (Ibata et al. 1994; Majewskia et al. 2003; Belokurov et al. 2006) , the Orphan Stream (Grillmair 2006; Belokurov et al. 2007; Newberg et al. 2010 )and the Virgo Stellar Stream (Duffau et al. 2006; Newberg et al. 2007; Duffau et al. 2014) . Grillmair & Carlin (2016) summarize the methods used for discovering streams and present tables that give some basic information for most of the streams and clouds found before 2015, and they also discuss the properties of individual tidal debris structures.
Numerical simulations predict that most accreted satellites would also spread their tidal debris into the Galactic inner halo (Helmi & White 1999a) or even the disk component (Abadi et al. 2003 ), thus we can expect to find debris remnants in the local halo. Some efforts have been made to find the debris relics in the local halo and the observational evidence is slowly growing. For example, Helmi et al. (1999b) have detected two streams in the solar neighborhood by studying the angular momentum of stellar orbits. Smith et al. (2009) found four discrete overdensities localized in angular momentum in the solar neighborhood and suggested that they may be possible accretion remnants. Kepley et al. (2007) assembled a sample of halo stars in the solar neighborhood to find two new halo substructure in velocity and angular momentum space. Morrison et al. (2009) have also shown that the angular momentum distribution of a sample of stars does not seem to be smooth, possibly indicative of an accretion origin. Klement (2010) summarizes the discoveries of solar neighborhood stellar halo streams and gives a theoretical overview over the search strategies employed. Recently, Helmi et al. (2017) study the distribution of local halo stars in "Integrals of Motion" space using the TGAS dataset, in combination with data from the RAVE survey and discover several substructures that could potentially be related to merger events. Although no longer spatially coherent, such stellar streams keep their common origin imprinted into their chemical and dynamical properties. This allows us constrain various scenarios of hierarchical buildup of the Galaxy (e.g., Helmi & White 1999a) from the phase-space distribution of local halo stars.
The chemical evolution of stellar halos (Tissera et al. 2014) , supports the idea that the outer halo formed primarily through the accretion of smaller stellar systems like dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies (Searle & Zinn 1978; Sales et al. 2007; Diemand et al. 2008; Springel et al. 2008; Klypin et al. 2011) . On the other hand, part of the inner halo may have formed in-situ, either from dissipative collapse of gaseous material onto the central region of the Galaxy (Eggen et al. 1962; Zolotov et al. 2010; Font et al. 2011) , or from a heated disk during merger events (Cooper et al. 2015) . Evidence for the dual halo (either inner vs. outer, or metal-rich vs. metal-poor) has been found from the kinematics of stars near the Sun by Chiba & Beers (2000) ; Carollo et al. (2007 Carollo et al. ( , 2010 ; Deason et al. (2017) ; Belokurov et al. (2018) . It is possible that the inner-halo was also built by accretion.
Thanks to modern sky surveys that provide radial velocities and proper motions, we can use the full 6D phase space information for halo stars to search for substructures in the solar neighborhood. This will allow us to search for older substructures that could have lost their spatial coherence but maintain coherence in energy and angular momentum.
ESA's Gaia mission has produced the richest star catalogue to date, including high-precision measurements of nearly 1.7 billion stars (Gaia Collaboration 2018), in April 2018. Gaia DR2 included positions, distance indicators and motions of more than one billion stars. To obtain the required full phasespace information of halo stars, we also use radial velocities and metallicities derived from Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST; Cui et al. 2012; Deng et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2012 ). In July 2017, LAMOST release its the Data 5 (LAMOST DR5), which includes over 9 million spectra. In this paper, we will use the combined data set obtained by cross-matching Gaia to LAMOST to find the potential substructures. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduces the observational data from Gaia and LAMOST, describe the sample selection, and define the coordinate systems used in this study. The detection strategy and analysis of detected substructures are discussed in Section 3. The conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
2. DATA 2.1. Gaia and LAMOST The Gaia satellite is a space-based mission launched at the end of 2013 and started science operations the following year. The second Gaia data release (Gaia DR2) includes high-precision measurements of nearly 1.7 billion stars (Gaia Collaboration 2018). As well as positions, the data include astrometry, photometry, radial velocities, and information on astrophysical parameters and variability, for sources brighter than magnitude 21. This data set contains positions, parallaxes, and mean proper motions for about 1.3 billion of the brightest stars. For a subset of stars within a few thousand parsec of the Sun, Gaia has measured the velocity in all three dimensions.
The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST, also called the Guo Shou Jing Telescope) is a 4 meter quasi-meridian reflective Schmidt telescope with 4000 fibers within a field of view of 5
• . The LAMOST spectrograph has a resolution of R ∼ 1,800 and wavelength range spanning 3,700Å to 9,000Å (Cui et al. 2012) . LAMOST has completed 5 years of survey operations plus a Pilot Survey, and has internally released over 9 million spectra to the collaboration. The survey reaches a limiting magnitude of r = 17.8 (where r denotes magnitude in the SDSS r-band), but most targets are brighter than r ∼ 17. The LAMOST Stellar Parameter Pipeline (Wu et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2015) estimates parameters, including radial velocity, effective temperature, surface gravity and metallicity ([Fe/H]) from LAMOST spectra. The accuracy depends on wavelength calibration, spectral type and SNR of spectra. The accuracies in measuring radial velocity and [Fe/H] at R = 1800 are expected to be 7 km s −1 and 0.1 dex, respectively ). In total, there are over 5 million stars in the A, F, G and K type star catalog.
The estimated systematic offset of Gaia DR2 parallaxes is −0.029 based on quasar (Lindegren et al. 2018) . Using the catalogue of radial velocity standard stars provided by Huang et al. (2018) , we determine the radial velocity zeropoints (RVZPs) of LAMOST DR5 is ∆RV = −4.70 kms −1 . The parallax and radial velocity measurements are corrected with their offsets in the following study. Our initial sample was obtained by cross-matching between the Gaia and LAM-OST catalogs, based on stellar position. After imposing the requirements that relative parallax error ≤ 20%, the signal-tonoise ration (SNR) ≥ 20 and radial velocity error RV ≤ 10 km s −1 , the data set contains 2,641,631 stars.
Coordinate transformations
To get full 6D phase-space information, we transform the coordinates measured for the stars into a Cartesian coordinate system.
Parallaxes are one of the few distance measures in astronomy which do not require assumptions about the intrinsic properties of the object. Despite the simple relation between the parallax and distance, inversion of the parallax to obtain distance is only appropriate when there are no measurement errors. So we use the full Bayesian approach to infer distances and velocities (Luri et al. 2018) . We use the exponentially decreasing space density prior in distance d (Bailer-Jones et al. 2018) :
and assume that the prior of v α , v δ , v r are uniform. Then we can write the posterior as:
x is covariance matrix. We choose the most probable value of d, v α , v δ , v r in the posterior as the estimator of the distances and velocities.
We calculate the Galactocentric Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinates (Jurić et al. 2008 ) from the Galactic (l, b) coordinates and distances as follows:
where R = 8.2 kpc is the distance to the Galactic center (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016) , z = 25 pc is the solar offset from local disk midplane (Jurić et al. 2008) , d is distance of the star from the Sun, and (l, b) are the Galactic coordinates. We calculate each star's Galactic space-velocity components, U, V and W, from its d, v α , v δ , v r mentioned above (Johnson & Soderblom 1987) . We correct for the solar peculiar motion of (U, V, W) = (10., 11., 7.) km s −1 (Tian et al. 2015; Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016) relative to the local standard of rest (LSR). Here, we assume that the LSR velocity is V LSR = 232.8 km s −1 in the direction of rotation (McMillan 2017). We calculate the cylindrical velocities:
where φ = tan −1 (y/x), and the spherical velocities for our sample:
where r = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 , θ = cos −1 (z/r) and φ = tan −1 (y/x). Prieto et al. 2006 ). However, Bonaca et al. (2017) use the first Gaia data, combined with the RAVE and APOGEE spectroscopic surveys, to reveal a metal-rich halo component within 3 kpc from the Sun. They select halo stars kinematically with a relative velocity of at least 220 km s −1 with respect to the local standard of rest and find half of their halo sample is comprised of stars with [Fe/H] > −1. The metallicity appears to extend even to super-solar values. So we will lose many metal-rich halo stars if we select halo stars by metallicity.
Another commonly used selection criterion for halo stars is |V − V LSR | > V cut in Toomre diagram of Cartesian coordinates. However, the velocity dispersion are different and covariance coefficient are not zero in Cartesian coordinates. If adopting the spherical or cylindrical coordinate system, the diagonal covariance matrix can be applied.
In this work, we use the method provided by Bensby et al. (2003) to obtain the probabilities that a given star belongs to a specific population by assuming the Galactic space velocities and metallicity of the stellar populations in the thin disk, the thick disk, and the halo have Gaussian distributions. Halo stars are too few to be identified obviously as a Gaussian component. So we remove stars with v φ > −40 km s −1 and [Fe/H] < −1.4. Then we use the sci-kit learn package in python (Pedregosa et al. 2012 ) to fit a two-component Gaussian Mixture Model to the spherical velocities and metallicity of the stars, v R , v φ , v z and [Fe/H]. In this fitting, each component has its own diagonal covariance matrix. The velocity dispersion are (σ R , σ φ , σ z ) = (35, 22, 17) km s −1 for the thin disk and (σ R , σ φ , σ z ) = (63, 45, 43) km s −1 for the thick disk. The mean of v R and v z are close to 0 km s −1 for both thin and thick disk. The mean of v φ is −221 km s −1 for the thin disk and −185 km s −1 for the thick disk. The mean and dispersion of metallicity are −0.10, 0.22 for the thin disk and −0.47, 0.24 for the thick disk. The fitting result is shown in Figure 1 and we get the probability that star belongs to thin disk (D) or thick disk (TD). Bond et al. (2010) used SDSS data to analyze velocities of about 100 thousand halo stars. They found the mean rotation of halo stars is µ φ = −(V LSR + V − 205) km s −1 = −38.8 km s −1 , where V LS R = 232.8 km s −1 and V = 11 km s −1 . And the velocity ellipsoid (σ r , σ θ , σ φ ) = (141, 75, 85) km s −1 whose principal axes align well with spherical coordinates. Based on the SDSS and SCUSS, (Zuo et al. 2017) found the mean metallicity of inner halo is µ [Fe/H] = −1.43 and the dispersion is σ [Fe/H] = 0.36. So we can use the four-dimensional Gaussian distribution, i.e.
where k = 1 (2π) 2 σ r σ θ σ φ σ [Fe/H] , to get the probability that star belongs to halo (which we call H). Now we can derive two relative probabilities for the halo-to-thin-disk (H/D) and haloto-thick-disk (H/TD) for each star in our sample. Because of the similarities between the thin disk and the thick disk, when one of ln(H/TD) and ln(H/D) is large, the other is generally large. So after selecting stars with H>D and H>TD, the least square method is applied to fit line and get the linear relation between ln(H/TD) and ln(H/D):
ln(H/D) = 3.89 * ln(H/TD) + 22.10 (7) 
SUBSTRUCTURES DETECTION
We now search for local stellar halo substructures in this sample of stars. Models predict that if the halo was built via accretion, the stellar halo in the Solar neighborhood should contain 300-500 streams originating mostly from a handful of massive progenitors (Helmi & White 1999a) . The number of streams found in the stellar halo will aid in understanding the role of the past accretion events in the formation of the Milky Way.
We distinguish between two uses of the word "stream" in the literature. One type is dynamical streams, often called "moving groups," which are groups of stars trapped in a small region of phase space by dynamical resonances. The types stars in such streams, which are often associated with disk resonances, do not depend on their origin, age or type (Dehnen & Binney 1998; Famaey et al. 2005) . Dynamical streams tend to be clustered in (U,V) space (Antoja et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2009 Zhao et al. , 2014 . Klement et al. (2008) and Zhao et al. (2014) detected strams in V and √ U 2 + 2V 2 space. The other type of stream is tidal streams, which originate from the tidal disruption of accreted satellite galaxies or star clusters. Although the stars in a tidal stream are usually confined to a fraction of the volume of the stellar halo, in a small volume these tidal streams will manifest themselves as a group of stars moving with similar velocities, and in this case tidal streams could be identified as "moving groups" of stars. Helmi et al. (1999b Helmi et al. ( , 2017 ) used a method of searching for streams in "Integrals of Motion" space, defined by a star's energy, E, and two components of the angular momentum. Although this technique can in principle be used to link stars in different volumes to the same infall event, it is often used to detect halo streams in the local solar neighborhood (Kepley et al. 2007; Helmi & de Zeeuw 2000; Helmi et al. 2017) , because that is the only region for which we presently have 6D phase space information. In this paper, we follow a similar approach to identify local substructure that could correspond to accreted satellites.
3.1. Distribution of stars in Integrals-of-Motion space For each of the stars in our halo sample, we compute the energy and angular momentum by adopting a Galaxy potential model which is provided by McMillan (2017) . Their model includes four components: the cold gas discs near the Galactic plane, the thin and thick stellar discs, a bulge and a dark-matter halo. Figure 4 shows the distribution in energy versus z-angular momentum, L z , in the upper panel, and the
y versus L z on the lower panel for our sample stars. Note that the L z of retrograde stars is positive. Helmi et al. (2017) found slightly retrograde at L z ∼ −500 km s −1 kpc and a very retrograde orbits with L z < −1000 km s −1 kpc and they concluded that the retrograde rotation was not an artifact of the errors or even an incorrect value for the circular Figure 5 , but now we use average density of all 5000 randomized realizations of the data as the real data. velocity of the Local Standard of Rest. But in this work, the retrograde rotation is not clear.
Substructures in the phase-space
In order to constrain our sample in populated region of Figure 4 , we select those stars within −1600 < L z < 1600 km s −1 kpc, −2.10 × 10 5 < E < −1.05 × 10 5 km 2 s −2 , and L ⊥ < 2400 km s −1 kpc. This region is also shown in Figure 4 . We apply the sci-kit learn implementation of a non-parametric density estimator that uses an "Tophat" kernel to determine the density field of the stars in E − L z − L ⊥ space. We have scaled the data to unit standard deviation to obtain optimal results from the kernel density estimator. The cross-validation method (e.g. Weiss & Kulikowski 1991) , also implemented in sci-kit learn, is used to search the optimal bandwidth for the kernel density estimator, and found it to be 0.196. Then we estimate the density which we call kde real . The result is shown in Figure 5 . The left panel represents projection of three-dimension kernel density distribution of the halo sample stars in E versus L z space, and the right is in L ⊥ versus L z space. The color corresponds to their mean density on the third axis.
To determine the probability that any overdensities in the real data could happen by chance, we reshuffle the velocity components to create 5,000 randomized datasets. Then we recompute their distribution in E − L z − L ⊥ space and use the kernel density estimator with same parameters to get the density. The average density of these randomized datasets is shown in Figure 6 . We assume that the part of overdensity is still overdensity, so we use pixels as probes to find the region that might be the overdensity. For each pixel in E − L z − L ⊥ space, we can derive the number of stars in a spherical region with a radius of bandwidth from the density of this pixel. We call that number N real for the real data and N rand for the randomized datasets. Using 5000 randomized datasets, we can get the mean of N rand and we call it λ. We use the Cumulative Distribution Function of Poisson distribution,
to estimate the significant of each pixel in real data. Then we select pixels with significant > 3.5σ and λ > 2. We use sci-kit image (van der Walt et al. 2014) implementation to remove small bright spots (i.e. the pixel we selected) and connect small dark cracks. We also remove the size of overdensities smaller than 130 pixels. Result of this procedure is shown in Figure 7 . Adjacent pixels are considered to belong to the same overdensity. When we perform a similar analysis using 100 random datasets as the real data, we find that only one of them appear one overdensity. Finally, we identify 4 candidates of overdensities in "Integrals of Motion" space and we extract member stars from the spherical region corresponding to the pixel. We also use the Cumulative Distribution Function of Poisson distribution to estimate the significant of these overdensities. All of the overdensities are identified substructures in this study, and we label them GL-1 through 4. Distribution of member stars in E − L z − L ⊥ space are shown in Figure 8 . In the Appendix we have tabulated the information of these member stars which belong to substructures. GL-1 has 385 stars, so it not included in the appendix. Figure 8 also shows the velocity distribution of the member stars in the 4 substructures. Some structures are clustered in v φ − v θ space, but separated in v φ − v r space, e.g. GL-3. Or conversely, they are separated in v φ − v θ space, but clustered in v φ − v r space, e.g. GL-1. This separation may be related to multiple accumulation history. Figure 9 shows the metallicity distribution for these member stars. As shown in left panel of Figure 8 , GL-1 and GL-2 are very close in E − L z − L ⊥ space, but at their junction, the number of stars is small and the significant of this region is not high enough. In Figure 9 , we also can see the difference of these two substructures in [Fe/H], so we consider they are different structures.
3.3. New and old substructures We compared our substructures with other reported substructures (e.g. Klement et al. 2009; Re Fiorentin et al. 2015) and found a overlap. The substructure GL-1 identified in our sample and "N2" stream have similar [Fe/H], V az and V ∆E . The distributions of the part of GL-1 in our sample are also similar to VelHel-7 of Helmi et al. (2017) . It indicate that the streams are probably related to each other, and could originate from the same population. It is not surprising that only one group are found in common with these surveys that using RAVE data, since there is little overlap between the RAVE and the LAMOST dataset. Li et al. (2017) presented the candidate members of the Pal 5, GD-1, Cetus Polar and Orphan tidal stellar streams found in LAM-OST DR3, SDSS DR9 and APOGEE catalogs. But we found no overlap between their stellar streams and our substructures. Liang et al. (2017) applied the wavelet transform method to identify 16 significant overdensities in velocity space. Due to the selection effects of sample stars, e.g. different halo samples or the space used to identify the substructure, those star streams found in their surveys are not included completely in our cross-matched data set. In summary, the significant, mean energy, L z and L ⊥ of 4 structures are shown in the Table 1 . A catalog of 3 substructures' members (except the largest structure) are given in the Appendix. 
CONCLUSIONS
By cross-matching the Gaia DR2 and LAMOST DR5 data, we obtain a sample of stars with full phase-space information and identified a subset sample halo stars kinematically and chemically. Our final halo sample consists of 20,089 stars. We determine the distribution of the sample halo stars in "Integrals-of-Motion" space, defined by two components of the angular momentum, L ⊥ and L z , and by energy. We find some overdensities in this space. To remove the contamination, we estimate the statistical significance for these overdensities and identify 4 substructures. Three of the 4 significant structures are not reported in previous works. One structure may correspond to the "N2" stream of Zhao et al. (2015) and VelHel-7 of Helmi et al. (2017) . The identified structures may be the debris from satellite accretion events, their dynamical and chemical properties can aid in understanding the history of the Milky Way. 
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APPENDIX MEMBER STARS OF THE NEW IDENTIFIED SUBSTRUCTURES
Unique source identifiers in Gaia and LAMOST, positions, metallicities, space velocities and z-angular momentum for the member stars. 
